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ABSTRACT

Objectives: We examined the relations between blood cadmium and lead exposure and hearing impairments in the Iraqi people.

Methods: We analyzed data from 51 individual 13–75 ages who had been randomly dispensed to the audiometry examination center at Al-Hilla Teaching Hospital (Babel) for each Iraqi civilian who said, "I suffering from the hearing problem." Pure-tone average (PTA) of auditory thresholds at frequencies of 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz was calculated, and hearing impairment was described as a PTA >25 dB in either ear.

Results: All patients who suffer from hearing impairment have serum lead level (23.14±1.76 µg/dL), which is a significantly elevated in comparison to control group (21.20±2.08 µg/dL). In addition to lead, the blood level of cadmium in people with hearing impairment was showed a significant elevation (0.28±0.05 µg/dL) in comparison to normal people (0.22±0.03 µg/dL). In general, this elevation remains within normal reference for the blood level of cadmium (0.5 µg/dL).

Conclusions: The present study revealed that the environmental and occupational cadmium and lead coexposures lead to a significant elevation in the blood level of these metals and could have an essential part in the progression of hearing loss.
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INTRODUCTION

Overexposure to heavy metals can cause multi-adverse clinical disorders, which selectively disturb the function of a different of organs and cells in the human body. In general, their toxicity is independent of the source of exposure but highly dependent on the dose and duration of exposure that affects the overall accumulation of the metal in the body [1]. Consistently, it has been reported that low in addition to high exposure levels to heavy metals have resulted in significant various toxic responses such as cardiotoxicity, pulmonary toxicity, and hepatotoxicity [2].

Hearing impairment is one of the most widespread chronic disorders affecting elder adults with the impact on functional physical disability [3]. According to the World Health Organization (WHO): In 2018, about 466 million individuals worldwide have the disabling hearing impairment and about 7% of these are children. Prospectively, it is expected that by 2050, above 900 million people would have disabling hearing loss [4]. Hearing loss can disturb communication and can, therefore, lead to a perceived reduction in all aspect of life and economic development. In adolescents, even minor hearing impairment can cause learning challenges related to communication difficulties and potentially result in lower academic achievement [5]. There are many studies suggest that exposure to environmental and occupational substances could affect the hearing system and result in audiometry dysfunctions [6].

Furthermore, exposure to some of the heavy metals for a long time is able to result in severe hearing ototoxicity [7]. There is a growing body of experimental evidence, suggesting that lead and cadmium may have some reducing effect on hearing function. The possible underlying mechanisms involved in their ototoxic effects is the excessive depletion of glutathione, and protein-bound sulhydryl groups result from oxidative stress of these metals, which dramatically have been implicated in declining in blood flow and lipid peroxidation in the cochlea, leading to latency in conduction of the auditory nerve with subsequent elevation of physiological hearing thresholds [7,8].

Most environmental contamination and human exposure have been resulting mostly from anthropogenic activity such as mining processes and home consuming of metals and metal-comprising compounds [9-11]. According to 2015 data, the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation has estimated that lead exposure expected for 494–550 victims and loss of 9.3 million disability-adjusted life years due to long-term impact on healthiness. Relatively, the maximum risks are in the countries that rated as low-medium income [12]. Promisingly, the successful declining down of leaded gasoline in many countries, besides with other lead control agencies, has resulted in a significant decrease in serum lead concentration in people. Recently, just three countries around the world are still using the lead-mixed petroleum, and unfortunately, Iraq is one of them [13].

Although high exposure to heavy metals in occupational sites and auditory impairment has been studied, slight is known about the ototoxic effects of long-term exposure to low-level metals in the general population. With respect to lead and cadmium, a few studies of low blood level and hearing impairment have been investigated [14-18].

While risk to lead and cadmium has decreased largely in many countries, these heavy metals continue to be widely used in a variety of consumer products, and environmental exposure to heavy metals is known to be particularly high in Iraqi cities where bombiing military events, and waste incineration have led to increased public exposures [19]. However, no epidemiologic studies have studied the association between environmental exposures to heavy metals and hearing impairment in the Iraqi people. Therefore, the purpose of this work was to examine the association between environmental exposures to lead and cadmium and the risk of hearing impairment in Iraqi people.
METHODS

Study population
This study was done in Al-Hilla Teaching Hospital (Babel) in the audiology unit for Iraqi civilian who said, “I suffering from the hearing problem.” We took 51 patients complaining from hearing problems; their ages were ranging from 13 to 75 years old; and we measured PTA for each person. We divide our patients into 2 groups:

- Group 1: 10 patients have normal PTA (n=10) consider as the control group.
- Group 2: 14 patients with neurosensory hearing impairment (moderate-severe) (n=14).

The remaining patients (27 patients) with conductive or mixed hearing losses excluded from this study.

Audiology testing
Audiometry analysis was accomplished in a special room isolated from sound, and this procedure is done by health technicians qualified by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health licensed as an audiologist who using an audiometer (Intencoustics Model AD226) with standard headphones (TDH-39) and insert earphones (Etymotic Ear Tone 3A). Pure-tone air-conduction hearing thresholds were examined for each ear at frequencies from 0.5 to 8 kHz. We calculated as a pure-tone average (PTA) hearing thresholds (dB) at speech frequencies (0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz) and as a PTA (high PTA) hearing thresholds at high frequencies (3, 4, and 6 kHz) [20]. Consistent with the description used by the WHO, hearing impairment was termed as a PTA ≥25 dB in any ear [21].

Determination of blood lead level
Trichloroacetic acid (TCA) 2.5 mL was added to 2.5 mL of whole blood and 0.1 mL of TCA was added to 1.0 mL of seminal plasma (1:1) to precipitate proteins, mixed well with wooden stick and centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min to remove cellular debris, and the supernatant was transferred to a clean plain tube and aspirated directly into the flame [22].

Determination of serum cadmium level
Blood samples for cadmium measurements were drawn into trace metal-free ethylene diamine tetra acetate acid tubes, and specimens were immediately transferred at 2–8°C to a central laboratory of Al-Hillah teaching hospital for analysis. Samples were transported in a portable cooler to toxicology center in the Laboratory of Poisoning Consultation Centre in the Medical City for measuring lead and cadmium concentrations in venous whole blood using atomic absorption device (Model: Buck 210VGP, USA) for each sample. The limits of detection were 0.12 µg = dl and 0.056 µg = L for blood lead and cadmium, respectively.

Statistical analysis
The outcomes were expressed as mean ± SD. Unpaired student t-test was used to examine the difference in the mean of test parameters, where p<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Lead serum level
After sample collection and the measurement of some serum heavy metal, this study found that patients who suffering from hearing impairment have serum lead level (23.14±1.76 µg/dL) a significantly elevated in compare to control group (21.20±2.08 µg/dL) (Fig. 1 and Table 1).

Cadmium blood level
In addition to lead, the blood level of cadmium in people with hearing impairment was showed a significant elevation in compare to normal people (control group). In general, this elevation remains within normal reference for blood level of cadmium (0.5 µg g/dL) (Fig. 2 and Table 2).

DISCUSSION
This is the first study of relations between heavy metals and hearing impairment evaluated simultaneously in Iraqi people. In our investigation of the illustrative sample of Al-Hilla city adults and adolescents who contributed to this study, higher exposure to lead and cadmium was significantly associated with high-frequency hearing impairment. The high occurrence of hearing impairments increases in humans who reside in manufacturing sites. The permanent impairment of hearing is a typical consequence of most heavy metals [23].

![Fig 1: Serum lead level in the normal people and people with hearing impairment. *Mean significant changes in compare to control group (p<0.05)](image1)

![Fig 2: Blood cadmium level in the normal people and people with hearing impairment. *Mean significant changes in compare to normal group (p<0.05)](image2)

Table 1: Serum lead level in the normal people and people with hearing impairment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Mean blood lead level (µg/dL)</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>21.20</td>
<td>±2.08</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing impairment</td>
<td>23.14*</td>
<td>±1.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mean significant changes in compare to normal group (p<0.05)

Table 2: Blood cadmium level in the normal people and people with hearing impairment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Mean blood cadmium level (µg/dL)</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>±0.03</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing impairment</td>
<td>0.28*</td>
<td>±0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mean significant changes in compare to normal group (p<0.05)
Many studies from humans and experimental animals obviously indicated that lead exposure could result in a negative effect on the auditory system, including electrophysiological modifications in the cochlea and hearing damage. In addition, the mechanisms underlying the lead-induced ototoxicity are mainly due to oxidative stress in mitochondria and reduced blood flow in the cochlea with consequence degeneration of inner ear receptor cells [15,24]. Furthermore, lead can also disturb the auditory brain stem [25]. The results presented in this study were harmonious with these findings. The occupational exposure to lead metal might have a role in the development of hearing impairment in some Iraqi people. In addition to this study, many previous epidemiologic reports have assessed relations between low-level lead exposure and hearing deficiencies [17,22,26].

It was found that Pb could directly cause hearing loss with the majority of the studies, demonstrating that neurons in the cochlea and spiral ganglion neurons are more delicate than hair cells to Pb injury, proposing that these cells may be the major target implicated in the dedicated hearing deficits [27]. Consequently, the results of the blood lead level in this study are consistent with previous researchers that have observed neurotoxic effects from the lead at low levels.

Concerning cadmium, it is the major environmental and occupational threats that result from widespread use in manufacturing and subsequent release into the environments. The molecular mechanism of the featured harm effect of cadmium was dose and duration dependent [28].

In this study, the level of serum cadmium level in patients with hearing impairment is higher significantly by 27% in comparison to control group. This elevation in serum cadmium level may high enough to induce ototoxicity. In the USA, one study proposes that environmental exposure to low level of cadmium identified in general people could disturb hearing healthiness [17].

The current work observed that a cooperative influence of coexposure to both cadmium and lead in low levels has significantly amplified the thresholds. The reasons behind that sympathetically effects are that lead and cadmium share a number of resemblances in molecular mechanisms involved in ototoxicity. Together are bivalent elements, which interfere with the protein-bound sulphhydryl group and prompt reactive oxygen species synergistically elevated through redox reactions [29,30]. Cadmium and lead are similarly related with alterations in the level of intracellular calcium homeostasis [31], and finally, combined exposure of lead and cadmium may result additively in auditory hair cell apoptosis and hearing impairment.

Diabetes and hypertension may be possible causative intermediates as they are risk factors for auditory impairment [32,33], besides both of them are adverse consequences that may result from cadmium and lead toxicity [34-36].

An additional underlying mechanism for the revealed associations of cadmium and lead with auditory impairment is that exposures to together of them reduced bone mineral densitometry (BMD) [37,38] and disturb chronic kidney disease [39,40] that consequently might have intermediary adverse outcomes on hearing impairment. This suggestion is supported by many bone disease study that has stated a relationship concerning BMD in cocchlear capsule beside sensorineural auditory impairment [41,42], and previous studies about the renal system that indicated an association between decreased glomerular filtration rate and neurosensory hearing impairment [43].

In fact, the current study is the first epidemiologic investigation aimed to assess relations concerning hearing impairment and lead and cadmium coexposure in Iraqi population.

CONCLUSION

The existing study revealed that the environmental and occupational cadmium and lead coexposures lead to the significant elevation in the blood level of these metals and might play an important role in the progression of hearing impairments, and the third most important disabled disorder suffered by people ≥5 years of age [44]. Professionals of health hearing care should be conscious of the potential damaging adverse effects of heavy metals on the auditory structure, and a complete audiological evaluation should be considered when doubting auditory dysfunction prompted by heavy metal exposure. Our results support struggles to diminish surrounding cadmium and lead exposures to efficiently reduce hearing impairment among the overall people around the world.
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